WHAT IF I TOLD YOU...

There are great opportunities for a rewarding career working with livestock. Your efforts could build your balance sheet, all while leaving the land better than you found it. Both occur quickly. You may even be able to parlay those assets into your own farm or franchise. You could literally get in “at ground level” with businesses that are truly going somewhere and making a difference!

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

- Improved & more efficient grazing management systems, methods, & tricks.
- Managing pasture to meet livestock nutritional needs & performance goals.
- How the soil holds more nutrients & moisture using proper grazing management.
- Marketing pasture-based livestock products direct to the consumer and through conventional channels.

GAIN REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE

Internships and work study opportunities are available during the summer and, in some cases, on weekends during fall and spring semesters. These are paid positions, offering wage or salaries that are competitive with other opportunities.

WANT MORE INFO?

Contact Dr. Dennis Hancock, Assoc. Professor and State Forage Extension Specialist by email (dhancock@uga.edu) or by phone (706.310.3545) to schedule a time to meet to discuss the opportunities.